Training Information
Glenpool Conference Center
12205 S Yukon Ave, Glenpool, OK 74033
August 22-23, 2022 8:00am-4:00pm

INTERNAL AFFAIRS AND PROFESSIONAL STANDARDS
OKLAHOMA CLEET # 21-0013

Register at: Internal Affairs and Professional Standards
or at: www.on-targetsolutionsgroup.com
Who should attend: This nationally acclaimed course is for law enforcement executives, supervisors,
internal affairs investigators, human resource personnel and anyone who desires to understand law
enforcement professional standards and internal affairs investigations.
The professional standards model is a must for law enforcement and government officials to be prepared
before a critical incident occurs. This course sets the stage for law enforcement professionals to create an
agency wide practice of professional standards for all agency operations. In the covered material,
attendees will understand “best practices” including how to avoid the problems before they occur and
properly address issues that do arise.
This is a comprehensive course covering the entire internal affairs process through final discipline.
Participants will learn the skills necessary to review, investigate and complete internal affairs investigations
based on sound investigative techniques and within legal guidelines.
“This class has been cataloged by the
Council on Law Enforcement Education and
Training for 16 hours of mandatory continuing education credit. Regarding any law
enforcement concepts, practices, methods,
techniques, products, or devices as might be
taught, promoted, or otherwise espoused in
outside schools or seminars, there is no
intent, expressed or implied, that listing the
course in the CLEET Course Catalog
indicates or in any way conveys ‘CLEET
approval’ of such concepts, practices,
methods, techniques, products, or devices,
unless such approval is explicitly stated by
CLEET.”

On-Target Solutions Group, Inc.
P.O. Box 491 Yorkville, IL 60560
815-545-1609

"Made confusing subjects much more clear. Great instructor!.
You can tell he has lived the subject matter. I will make sure
more of my officers attend this training."
Chief Kelly Marshall, Choctaw PD
"As a new Chief of Police this was an excellent class with a lot
of valuable information that will benefit me greatly."
Chief Billy Wakefield, Skiatook PD
"Really good instructor with actual real-world experience.
Knows how to get the point across. Very interesting."
Lt. Robert Williams, Oklahoma State Bureau of
Investigation
"Great knowledge and interaction. I have attended several IA
trainings. He brought new insight and perspective on
conducting IA investigations."
Chief Jeff Watts, Stillwater PD

Fee $295.00

($275.00 if 3 or more from same agency)

